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Governance 
for ForgeRock 

Crucial  to any ident ity system, governance  
offers support essent ial  for enterprise IT 
security and the abil ity to efficient ly meet 
regulatory compliance.  
 

HCM IDG™ 
 

Built with a ForgeRock native framework and 
complementary interface elements, Hub City 
Media’s Governance (HCM IDG™) delivers a 
cohesive and simplified user experience with the 
capability to certify users and manage roles and 
policy violations in a highly efficient, precise 
manner. 
 
Without a governance platform, processes for 
User Access Certification must be done 
manually. Typically, spreadsheets are used to 
track updates, changes and additions, and is a 
very inefficient and high-risk way to manage this 
information. Not only can it be time consuming, 
but it allows for a large margin of error. In order 
to ensure Regulatory Compliance is met, 
Access Certification should not be done 
manually.  
 
With a governance platform, once manual and 
tedious processes become automated, and can 
easily meet auditor compliance requirements. 
Certifications can be run continuously and can 
be done in a repeatable manner, aligning with 
SOX compliance policies. Additionally, it can be 
used to clean up and prevent role explosion in 
Active Directory.  
 
 

Overview 

USER, OBJECT AND ASSIGNMENT 
CERTIFICATIONS 
 
Attestation is the certification process performed 
by one or more designated attestors to confirm a 
user entitlement as it exists on a specific 
date. They are commonly performed to meet 
Governmental Regulatory (e.g. SOX, HIPPA) or 
Internal Compliance requirements. The 
certification features in HCM IDG™ allow 
Administrators to create and manage 
certifications in order to validate users, objects 
and assignments. Our flexible Governance 
module helps organizations perform access 
certifications Enterprise-wide, across on-
premise, Cloud and Mobile 
platforms. Automation support improves 
certification efficiency and reporting to auditors. 
Certifications can be done ad-hoc, scheduled or 
can be triggered by events in the system. Risk 
levels can be associated with certifications to 
provide additional metadata relevant to the 
certification process. Full integration with the 
ForgeRock Identity platform allows for auditing 
through the common audit framework and 
Closed Loop remediation leveraging the Identity 
workflow engine, Activiti. 
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HCM IDG™ Governance for 
ForgeRock 

Capabilities  
  ROLE MANAGEMENT 
Identity Roles provide a means for combining complex recipes of application access, entitlements into a 
simple, business-friendly definition that can be requested by Identity users. HCM IDG™ can automate the 
Role Lifecycle Management through the use of Glossary Metadata (e.g. Role Owner(s), Risk Levels) and 
flexible scheduling options including ad-hoc, periodic and event-based triggers which can allow for the 
notification of Role changes, track certification decisions (i.e. Certify or Revoke) and facilitate closed-loop 
remediation through the use of Identity workflows. All certification decisions are captured in the Identity audit 
logs and can be reported on with HCM IDR™ (Identity Reporting) or other 3rd-party tools. 

 
POLICY ENFORCEMENT 
The HCM IDG™ Identity Policy engine ensures that Identity Lifecycle Management events are compliant with 
Organizational, Government or 3rd-party regulatory policies. HCM IDG™ centralizes policy definitions, which 
can be used to validate real-time provisioning requests and review previous access when Policies are 
updated (change in policy might flag a violation where previously none existed). Because the policy engine 
uses the FR Identity repository as its data source, it has up-to-date information available for policy 
decisions. Additionally, HCM IDG™ can be used to support Data migration scenarios (e.g. mergers & 
acquisition or IAM vendor migration) to review existing Identity data and flag anomalies or inconsistencies for 
remediation. 

 
IDENTITY GLOSSARY  
Allows HCM IDG™ administrators to define Identity metadata, a set of data that describes and gives 
information about other data. The Glossary can provide business-friendly “translation” of technical roles or 
entitlements for clarifying context to business certifiers. Additional metadata can be defined to provide more 
description or details on any Identity repository attributes defined in the ForgeRock platform as part of 
certification campaigns. 
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HCM IDG™ 

GOVERNMENTAIL REGULATION COMPLIANCE 
Sarbanes-Oxley 
All public companies must comply with SOX regulations. A key 
component of compliance is periodic certifications of users 
access and entitlement to protected assets. Many organizations 
still perform these certifications manually, such as:  

• Collecting data from various applications and target 
systems in large spreadsheets for distribution  

• Delegated certification by managers and resource 
owners  

• Retrieving completed spreadsheets for remediation and 
audit reporting 

 
HCM IDG™ allows organizations to automate this time-
consuming manual process through the ForgeRock Identity 
platform, connectors, workflow and scheduling capabilities. By 
using real-time data updated from connected systems through 
the ForgeRock Identity platform, organizations can: 
 

• Eliminate need to “Collect data” from applications by 
leveraging real-time Identity repository data 

• Designate certifiers (i.e. managers, resource owners, 
etc.) through dynamic Identity relationships and 
metadata attached to resources, attributes, roles and 
other certifiable objects in the Identity schema 

• Store Certification history and audit data directly in the 
Identity platform for Compliance reporting 

 
ACCESS POLICY ENFORCEMENT 
Segregation of Duties 
Segregation of Duties (i.e. SoD) is foundational principle in 
Enterprise compliance and risk management.  Based on the 
belief that critical business processes have controls in place to 
disperse functions across people or departments to prevent 
fraud or other abuse of power within an organization. 
 
HCM IDG™ provides an easy to use User Interface (UI), backed 
by powerful APIs, that can allow non-technical users to define 
business rules based on an organization’s ForgeRock Identity 
schema. Using our Expression Builder to define policies that 
can be centrally managed and executed in either real-time, e.g. 
preventative API calls to validate in-flight access requests or 
detective, scheduled or ad-hoc jobs, run on an existing dataset 
to pinpoint active violations within the environment for rapid 
remediation. 
 

Common Scenarios KEY FEATURES 
OIDC Integration  

Enables Single Sign-on between 
IDG, ForgeRock IDM and 

ForgeRock AM  
 

Multi-stage Certifications  
Allows for more than one person 

to certify a user’s access 
 

Entitlement Glossary 
Provides consolidated 

management of all information 
surrounding capabilities and 

privileges in the system  
 

Advanced Filtering 
Provides dynamic and 

sophisticated filtering capabilities 
for selecting users or entitlements 

when creating a certification 
campaign 

 
Notification Templates 

Allows customization of email 
notifications that are sent to users 

at specific points of the 
certification process 

 
Risk Level Sorting 

Provides the ability to filter and 
certify entitlements based on a 
pre-determined risk score (low, 

medium, high) 
 

UI Customization 
Allows administrators to 

determine which user attributes 
appear in certification tables, 

providing users with additional 
information they need to make 

their decisions 
 

Bulk Action 
Provides users the ability to 

claim, certify or reset multiple 
user certifications at the same 

time 
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